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SUMMER LIVING 

OUTDOOR OASIS 
WRITlt� MARISA SPYKER PHOTOGRAPHY BY DOMINIQUE VORILLON 

DESIGN PRO HELENE AU MONT IS KNOWN FOR CREATING EFFORTLESSLY ELEGANT INTERIORS, SO IT COMES AS 

NO SURPRISE THAT WHEN SHE SET OUT TO DESIGN THE OUTDOOR SPACE OF HER SPRAWLING SANTA YNEZ 

VALLEY CALIFORNIA, COUNTRY HOME, THE RESULT WAS A WHIMSICAL SANCTUARY INFUSED WITH SUBTLE 

FRENCH SOPHISTICATION. 

This contemporary bubble-shaped lantern 

sheds light in an artful way and serves as a 

decorative accent. Alma Coconut Bead Lantern, 

$449: artenorshome.com 

Featuring a rattan frame with leather-wrapped 

1oonts, this lrans1t1onal chair by David Francis 

showcases a geometroc gnd pattern on the back. 

Mosaic Arm Chair. $1,370; dav,dfranc,sfurn,ture.com 

This fresh yellow-and-white-striped fabroc 

bnngs a subtle pop of color lo trad1t1onal out

door furnishings. Bikini Stnpe-Sunstruck. price 

-a,lable tJ.Pon request; perennialsfabrics.com 

Dating back to the 1930s. this decorative 

Moroccan-style lantern 1s from Voita' Art for the 

Modern Eye. Casablanca Hanging Lantern, pr,ce 

available upon request: lstd1bs.com 

GREEN THUMB 

Aumont. wno tend• to her vegetable and flower gardens about once a wee�. says she inhented 

the bug from her mother. "She could have a Ph.D. m gardenmg1· she laughs 

FRENCH INFLUENCE 

While Parisian-born Aumont adored the quaint country feel of the farm

house-style residence she stumbled upon by chance, the big selling point was 

the sprawling landscape upon which it sat. "It reminded me physically of the 

landscape in Corsica, where I vacationed as a child and have so many happy 

memories of," she says. Aumont immediately had a vision, but it wasn't until 

a trip back to the French island that she sketched out plans for the layout of 

her outdoor living space. What emerged was a series of gardens and "rooms," 

divided by walls of vegetation and connected via gravel walkways. Aumont 

filled the gardens with European antiques, plenty of outdoor lounging space 

and a plethora of plant and flower varieties. "There were so many opportunities 

to be creative," she says. Here, Aumont discusses her inspirations, challenges 

and discoveries behind the creation of her own outdoor haven. 
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"One of the first things we did after purchasing the home was to 

add a deck and veranda to make way for indoor-outdoor living space. 

I wanted to create as many places to lounge and daydream as possible." 

The bronze lantern used on Aumont's veranda 

·ea11,res a glass covering coated in an antique 

mun,r f n1sh to diffuse its glow. Urban Smokebe/1 

!.an•ern, $1.754; koh/erinteriors.com 

The unbalanced stripes of this outdoor fabric 

woven in Outdura®. a solution-dyed all-weather 

acrylic, make for a bold accent in any space. 1708 

.Son,ta-Beachfront, price available upon request: 

p,ndler.com 

Crafted from sycamore, this traditional round 

table from France, circa 1940, stands on four 

sophisticated scrolled legs. Art Moderne Table, 

pnce ,vailable upon request, bgoecklerant,ques.com 

T s authe ttc F� planter 1s made from terra 

cotta and features a JUilne ema,lle finish. Anses 4, 

pnce ava !able upon req:.,est. authent,cprovence.com 

EDIBLE GARDEN 

Reclaimed fencing surrounds the vegetable garden in the back of the house, where Aumont 

added fragr int rose and a wicker chair for relaxation. "it's very romantic in a way: 

ANTIQUE SHOW 

An avid treasure hunter, Aumont finds some of her most prized possessions 

on regular weekend jaunts to antique stores and fairs across California. 

·sometimes I'll end up finding something that I had no idea I would like, 

but. for some reason, it works in a particular space:· Satisfying her taste 

for charming yet rustic European pieces. the designer acquired a slew of 

antiques, including the French buffet and vintage country chairs (shown 

leftl. from European and American distributors.

REPURPOSED POSSESSIONS 

Preferring a casual. slightly imperfect look. Aumont has long been a fan 

of repurposing pieces from her own home. An old Indian-style bed that 

once belonged to the designer's son, for instance, now functions as a 

daybed on the deck outside her bedroom. "'The epitome of recycling is to 

buy pieces that have been abandoned or to reuse pieces that no longer 

have purpose in their old life.· 
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HELENE'S STYLE FAVORITES 

GARDEN PREFERENCE 

Circa 1890. this gilt iron and tole 

chandelier from Marvin Alexander 

features hand-painted porcelain 

flowers. Art Nouveau Lantern. $6,600; 

marvinalexanderinc.1stdibs.com 

"I like when there are elements of a whole bunch of different styles in a garden. This 

garden has an abundance of English garden trees, mixed with more Mediterranean 

cypress trees. You could also picture a garden like this in Tuscany or the south of France." 

INSPIRATIONAL DESIGNER 

"Axel Vervoordt, for the lack of vanity and self-promotion in his interior projects. His 

work is only for the benefit of the perfect structure, piece of art, furniture or antique." 

ANTIQUE FINDS 

"For great one-of-a-kind pieces. I love Paris flea markets and European antique 

fairs. In the U.S .• I shop at California antique collectives, Lee Stanton Antiques in 

L.A .. and 1 stdibs ..
. 

SHOWROOM PICKS 

"There are so many to list! A few of my favorites are Jean de Merry. Enid Ford, Kara 

Mann, Holly Hunt and Rose Tarlow." 
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"What pleases me most is the effect of mystery throughout the 

gardens. You can follow a path with no idea as to where it goes and 

discover a whole different part of the garden. It's truly magical. 

IJ.ade from galvanized steel and featuring a 

fia" d-pa nted crest. this decorative grape hod 

ados an antique aesthetic to outdoor spaces. 

Gra,."'e Hod, $525: halostyles.com 

Part of the 2010 Bistro Collection, this elegant 

chair features an interlacing wrought iron 

design inspired by the cathedral bells of Old 

Europe. Mira. starting at $299: owlee.com 

Th,s colorful outdoor pillow showcases a botan

ical scene and was designed to complement the 

Mend,an collection. Maribel Pillow, price avail
�e uoon request: crateandbarrel.com 

Th,s marole 19' -century urn from Sutter 

Antiques v.or!\.s we l n garden settings Sma/1 

Marble Garden Urn. Si 200; /std bs.com 

OUTDOOR DINING 

French garden chairs pull up to a marble-topped antique dining table outside. while gravel 

underfoot provides a low-maintenance flooring option. ·1 just love the sound it makes!" 

Aumont says. 

NATURE'S COURSE 

Working with hundreds of different plant. tree and flower options taught 

Aumont the challenges of manipulating nature·s forms 
.

.. There is little 

power you have over the way plants grow ... she observes ... But, most 

of the time, it works in your favor:· Aumont experienced a serendipitous 

result with a pair of potato vines she planted to soften a stone fountain 

by the pool: .. They came in and embraced the fountain·s form:· 

LESSON IN PERFECTION 

In both her home and outdoor spaces. Aumont appreciates a casual 

look with subtle imperfections ... I like furniture to feel lived in. I want to 

be able to use every piece I put inside and out of my house:· she says. 

So. too. does this formula apply to her gardens ... I like when the garden 

is not perfectly tidied up or manicured. It brings life to the space:· 

................................................................................................................................................... 
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